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In Execution of Government System, acceptance of area is one of the esensial aspect in management and take place process from incal government. The level size of acceptance of area gives direct affecting toward service and local development. In execution effort to increase acceptance of area as an optimal an ideal incal government of Way Kanan Sub-Provinct racing to increase the acceptance of area from earning of area genuiness (PAD).

In this research which become one of problem is how the ability of area lease and area retribution in giving the contribution for PAD Way Kanan Sub-Province because of contribution mean PAD Way Kanan Sub-Province occupying the lasting sequence of 10 Sub-Provinces in Lampung Province.

The target of this research is to know the level of revenue of area genuiness (PAD) Way Kanan Sub-Province budget year 2005-2009.

The result of this research shows that ability PAD Way Kanan Sub-Province which is measured with target capain, share and growth shows performance is not ideal yet. The performance of local acceptance based on the sources of earning of area genuiness (PAD) Way Kanan Province is not optimal yet especially the acceptance which the source from hotel lease, entertainment lease, advertisement lease, lease lighting of road, and faction dig materials lease C, health service retribution, hygiene and garbage retribution and retribution park.

The strategy which can be gone through to increase PAD Way Kanan Sub-Province is a). the tight of administration sanction is flower of retribution from retribution debt or unloading. b). imposition of penalty 4 (four) times fold from amount of faction matrial of C transported, c). repair of taxation administration involves addiction actively, and the increasing of human resource quality, d). diging the sources of the source of acceptance which have potency to be developed.